Computer aided decision support systems has been developed by researchers for efficiently diagnosing cancer from histopathological images. The presence of batch effects in histopathological images may reduce the prediction performance of these systems, especially when photos are obtained making use of diverse image resolution devices and patient samples. It is even more bothersome with large-scale variations in which cross laboratory sharing of large volumes of data is necessary. Batch effects can alter quantitative morphological image features and also decreases the actual conjecture performance. Principal component variation analysis ensures that batch effects may cause large variations in image features. Using the four batches of renal tumor images, one image-level and four feature-level batch effect removal methods are compared. Among this combat normalisation method performance is much better than the performance of other batch effect removal methods.
Introduction
Researchers have developed computer aided systems in diagnosing cancer by extracting different features from histopathological images. When this histopathological pictures are captured from different experimental setups, its prediction performance may decrease due to non-biological experimental variations such as age of sample, method of slide preparation, laboratory, technician, and atmospheric ozone level [3] etc. Batch effects may lead to huge dissimilarities in features extracted from images. Therefore, it is really difficult to accurately identify patients using prediction models.
In this paper five normalization methods including one image (scale) normalization method and four feature normalization methods such as mean, rank, ratio and Combat methods are compared. Using four renal tumor histopathological images that are acquired using different experimental setups, we measure the impact of each batch effect removal method on image-based features and downstream the prediction of renal tumor subtype as well as grade. Results indicate that most batch effect removal methods may reduce variances to nearly zero. Moreover, Combat normalisation methods prediction performance is better than the remaining ones.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the literature survey, which reviews the segmentation and classification methods used for identifying the presence of cancer cell in histopathological images. Section 3 describes the existing system. Section 4 explains the proposed system. Section 5 shows the experimental results. Section 6 draws the conclusion.
Literature Survey
The diagnosis of disease or getting its grading in histopathology images deals with identification of histological structures like cancer cell nuclei, glands, lobule formation as in case of breast cancer. The morphological appearance of these structures like size, color intensity and shape are also important factors for detecting the presence of disease. To analyse all these indicators histopathology images firstly should be segmented. Due to complex nature of pathological images, standard segmentation methods or modified versions of them like Thresholding, Hidden Markov model [8] Normalization methods are applied to remove batch effects occurring in histopathological images. Different types of batch effect removal methods are standardization, mean centering and ratio based method. Standardization normalizes the standard deviation of all features across samples within each batch to unity. After performing transformation, each feature may have zero-mean across all samples within each batch. In meancentering, the mean of each feature across all the samples within each batch is set to zero. This approach is also known as zero-mean or one-way analysis of variance adjustment.
In all this previous normalization methods batch effects cannot be remove completely because they didn't proposed any method for normalizing both image as well as features extracted from it. In this work mainly five normalisation methods are included having one image normalisation method and four feature normalisation methods. Here images are normalised using scale normalisation and features are normalised using rank, ratio, mean and combat normalisation methods. All this feature normalisation method normalizes every feature f in batch b to be within a range [0, 1] .
Classification methods used are Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and Bayes classifier [15] . SVM is a relatively new and promising classification method. It is a margin classifier that draws an optimal hyper plane in the feature vector space; this defines a boundary that maximizes the margin between data samples in two classes, therefore leading to good generalization properties. Bayes classifier always provides optimal (minimum error rate or minimum risk) classification but requires exact knowledge of class prior probabilities and class conditional probabilities of features. The best classification results are obtained when using SVM classifier which has high prediction and accuracy rate as compared to Bayes classifier.
Existing System
In existing system four batches of renal cell carcinoma images are taken as input. Colour batch effects present in the input images may cause variations in colour segmentation methods and parameters which are removed using colour normalization methods. Scale variations in the input images are removed using scale normalisation methods .The extracted features may contain some batch effects which are removed by applying mean, rank, ratio and combat normalization methods. Finally detects whether the image contains a normal or an abnormal cell using support vector machine classifier. The main disadvantages of this existing system are that colour normalisation methods may not completely remove the colour batch effects present in the histopathological images. It makes the feature extraction process difficult. This problem can be solved by applying a gamma correction method. Another disadvantage is unwanted noise is present in images which makes the prediction process of cancer cells difficult. This noise content is removed by applying a Gaussian filter. In existing system if an abnormal cell is detected then its treatment is not yet predicted
Proposed System

Introduction
Batch effects may lead to huge dissimilarities in features extracted from histopathological images. Therefore, it is really difficult to accurately identify patients using prediction models. Because of this batch effects, a pathology research laboratory that uses numerous imaging devices may need to keep numerous diagnostic models. Also, data's received making use of older devices or experimental setups is not used in training models for future data received with newer devices/setups. This poses a huge concern for the cross-laboratory adoption and the standardization of pathology determination systems.
Although the causes of batch effects are different for each data strategies, methods developed to eliminate batch effects may be relevant to multiple data modalities. For example, the reasons for batch effects in microarray gene expression data include platform, laboratory, technician, and atmospheric ozone level [3] , [4] . Batch effects typically affect the mean (location) and variance (scale/spread) of the data [5] .To remove this batch effects five normalization methods are introduced in this paper which contains one image(scale) normalization method and four feature normalization methods such as mean, rank, ratio and Combat. Here the input images are first filtered using Gaussian filter. It may remove the noise content present in the image. Then colour normalisation is applied in order to remove the colour variances present in the image. But still accurate results are not obtained. So another method called gamma correction is applied to remove the colour variations present in the histopathological images. Gamma Correction is used to optimize the usage of bits when encoding an image. If images are not gamma encoded, they allocate too many bits or too much bandwidth to highlight that human cannot differentiate it.
Then segmentation is done for the identification of different structures present in the histopathological images. After that a morphological operation is applied in order to make the edges of the image more visible. Sometimes images may vary in scale ie, images in one batch may be at a higher scale as compared to images in other batches. So to manage this scale differences scale normalisation method is applied. After that colour, texture, topology and shape based features are extracted from the image. Then the image features are normalised using four normalisation methods such as rank, ratio, mean and combat normalisation methods. Results indicate that data batch can be a larger source of variance in image features compared to biological factors such as grade and subtype. Most batch effect removal methods can reduce this variance to nearly zero. Then classification is done with the help of Support Vector Machine Classifier which detects whether the image contains a normal or an abnormal cell. If an abnormal cell is detected then its treatment is predicted by setting a default threshold value.
Materials and Methods
Data
Digital micrographs associated with renal tumor biopsy samples obtained from four experimental setups are used. Tissues samples in all four batches RCC1, RCC2, RCC3, and RCC4 are biopsied and fixed at Emory University. The micrographs for the first three batches are acquired at Emory University, while the batch final was acquired at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Table 4 .1 lists image acquisition details of the four batches. The figure 4.1 demonstrates subsections of three subtype samples in each of the four batches. Each image is a rectangular section which is manually selected from a whole slide image by a pathologist. Batches RCC1, RCC3, and RCC4 are usually annotated with both grade and subtype, while batch RCC2 is annotated with only their subtype. Images in these datasets represent one of three dominant renal tumor subtypes such as chromophobe (CH), clear cell (CC), and papillary (PA) and Fuhrman grade of one to four. The subtype CC has clear cytoplasm with distinct cell membranes and round nuclei. CH has granular cytoplasm having prominent cell membranes, wrinkled nuclei, and pronuclear halos (i.e., white stain surrounding nuclei). PA has complex finger-like nuclear clusters. Most of these properties are visually apparent in each of the four batches. However, the images of each of this subtype appear very different between batches .For example, RCC1 and RCC2 images appear to have different texture and scale compared to RCC3 and RCC4 images 
Image Feature Extraction Methods
Different type of features is extracted from histopathological images for the detection and diagnosis of cancer. These features provide the lowest level of information hierarchy [11] . Any specific level of pixels in the whole slide image is not focussed in this case. Rather they consider all the image pixels and capture properties such as color and texture. Color features describes about image prominence, color spread etc. Texture features describe about image sharpness, contrast and changes in intensity values. Shape based features provide information about contour and region based features. Contour based features include properties of shape boundary such as perimeter, bending energy etc. Region based features include area, side length etc.
Normalization Methods
Scale Normalization
The scale variations can be calculated using the physical size of a pixel. In digital micrographs, the physical size of pixel varies with factors such as microscope magnification, CCD-pixel size, and digitizing software settings. The physical pixel size of images is not available for RCC1, RCC2, and RCC3 datasets. Therefore, a model based on nuclear area is used to calculate the scale differences and normalize all batches [13] . Although nuclear area varies for each subtype and grade in a batch, the distribution of all nuclei in a batch peaks at a specific nuclear area. By up scaling or downscaling the images, the distribution shifts right or left.
Mean Normalization
Scale normalization only normalizes images to remove batch effects while all other removal methods (in this study), including mean, normalizes the corresponding features to overcome batch effects. It normalizes all feature f in batch b to be within a range [0, 1] using the following transformation [18] . Here μbf and σbf are the sample mean and standard deviation of all feature f over samples in batch b
Here the sample mean can be calculated using the equation (2) 
Rank Normalization
Unlike mean normalization method, the rank normalization method does not shows an intrinsic normal distribution of features. Rank normalization also normalizes every feature j for a batch b in to a range of [0, 1] [18]. By using the rank function, we normalize the feature values as follows (3) 
Ratio Normalization
In this method researchers have illustrated the usefulness of ratio-based methods for normalizing microarray expression data [4] , in which features are divided by the mean expression of a reference set of control samples (corresponding to each batch). In the absence of this reference set for a batch, researchers may use the mean expression of a batch in place of the control samples. However, this may leads to information leakage because part of the labelled test samples is used for normalization as well. In this study, we have no reference set. Therefore, every feature f for a batch b is normalised using the median feature value for the batch and is given by (4)
Combat Normalization
Mean normalization adjusts location and scale of every feature independently. However, we can assume that batch effects are similar for almost all features and model batch effect-induced variance using accumulated knowledge across more than one feature. Johnson et al. developed a Bayesian framework for removing the additive and multiplicative, batch effects in microarray gene expression datasets [5] . They modelled batch effects on the basis of parametric and nonparametric priors. Similarly, every feature f and image i in batch b is represented using a location and scale (L/S) model, and is given by (5) where αf represents overall feature, X is a design matrix for sample conditions, βf is the regression coefficients corresponding to X, and ε is normally the distributed error with mean zero and variance σ2f [5] . Johnson et al. illustrate s that if the L/S model parameters are estimated using a Bayesian framework then the parameters becomes more robust in removing batch effects. Here the parameters are estimated using a three-step Bayes framework. At first standardized data is calculated which has similar overall mean and variance for all features, then the additive and multiplicative batch effects are estimated using parametric or nonparametric priors.
Feature Selection and Classification
Features are selected using a supervised feature selection method with minimum redundancy and maximumrelevance-difference (mRMR-D) [19] . For classification, support vector machines (SVM) classifier is used which accurately detects whether the image contain a cancer cell or not. If an abnormal cell is detected then its treatment is predicted by calculating the threshold value from the segmented image and comparing it with the predefined value. Mainly three types of treatment are predicted .They are Surgery, Chemotherapy and Radiation therapy
Results
Digital micrographs of renal cell carcinoma images are taken as input. Batch effects from it is removed using five normalization methods including one image(scale) normalization method and four feature normalization methods: mean, rank, ratio and Combat. Here the input images are filtered using Gaussian filter. It may remove the noise content present in the image. Then colour normalisation is applied in order to remove the colour variances present in the image. But still accurate results are not obtained. So another method called gamma correction is applied to remove the colour variations present in the histopathological images. Gamma Correction is used to optimize the usage of bits when encoding an image. If images are not gamma encoded, they allocate too many bits or too much bandwidth to highlight that human cannot differentiate it. Figure shows the segmented image. Then a morphological operation is applied in order to make the edges of the image more visible. Sometimes images may vary in scale ie, images in one batch may be at a higher scale as compared to images in other batches. So to manage this scale differences scale normalisation method is applied. After that colour, texture, topology and shape based features are extracted from the image. Then the image features are normalised using four normalisation methods such as rank, ratio, mean and combat normalisation methods. Then classification is done with the help of Support Vector Machine Classifier which detects whether the image contains a normal or an abnormal cell. If an abnormal cell is detected then its treatment is predicted by calculating the threshold value from the segmented image and comparing it with the predefined value. Mainly three types of treatment are predicted .They are Surgery, Chemotherapy and Radiation therapy.
Conclusion
The presence of batch effects in histopathological images is an important challenge for computer-aided decision support systems. However, only a very few researchers have investigated the impact of batch effect removal methods on histopathological image classification. Four renal tumor histopathological datasets that are acquired using different experimental setups are used in this paper. Here the input images are filtered using Gaussian filter. It may remove the noise content present in the image. Then colour normalisation is applied in order to remove the colour variances present in the image. But still accurate results are not obtained. So another method called gamma correction is applied to remove the colour variations present in the histopathological images. Gamma Correction is used to optimize the usage of bits when encoding an image. If images are not gamma encoded, they allocate too many bits or too much bandwidth to highlight that human cannot differentiate it.
Segmentation is done mainly for the identification of different structures present in the histopathological images. Then a morphological operation is applied in order to make the edges of the image more visible. Sometimes images may vary in scale ie, images in one batch may be at a higher scale as compared to images in other batches. So to manage this scale differences scale normalisation method is applied. After that colour, texture, topology and shape based features are extracted from the image. Then the image features are normalised using four normalisation methods such as rank, ratio, mean and combat normalisation methods. Results indicate that the data batch can be a very larger source of variance in image features compared to biological factors such as grade and subtype.
Most of the batch effect removal methods can reduce this variance to almost nearly zero, but combat normalization performance is the best. Then classification is done with the help of Support Vector Machine Classifier which detects whether the image contains a normal or an abnormal cell. If an abnormal cell is detected then its treatment is predicted by calculating the threshold value from the segmented image and comparing it with the predefined value. Mainly three types of treatment are predicted they are Surgery, Chemotherapy and Radiation therapy.
